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Canon 450D or Nikon D80?
SriRavikumar says: 

Dear Friends, 
 
Can you please suggest me which DSLR fit to my budget (App. Rs45,000). Iam looking for good photo quality (colors) + 
zoom and not on high end features. If there is any better option than Canon 450D or Nikon D80, also please suggest. 
 
Thank you in advance. 
 
Regards, 
K.S Ravikumar.  
Originally posted at 11:47PM, 5 November 2008 PST ( permalink )  
SriRavikumar edited this topic 3 months ago.  

Madhu pasulla says: 

Aditya, Kishore & guys could you help Ravikumar as he wants buy a DSLR... :)  
Posted 3 months ago. ( permalink )  

 pangalactic gargleblaster says: 

450D is great, the kit lens is quite good as well. if you want to buy original, i would recommend pixetra. if you want to 
buy grey, tokyo japan. 
 
at this point in time i would not recommend the d80, but the new and improved D90.  
 
DSLRs  
Posted 3 months ago. ( permalink )  

Aprilman says: 

The D90 will be a better choice than the D80, but is that available in the 45K range?  
Posted 3 months ago. ( permalink )  

 ♥ Cishore ●๋• says: 

Nikon D90 is good, but bit costly for entry level. 
 
D40x is affordable but you can get more from Canon stable for the price.... Canon 450D is the best bet! 
 
My 25lakhs :) 
 
BTW, you did't tell us from where you are getting?  
Posted 3 months ago. ( permalink )  
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cryptic_abbreviator says: 

recently picked up a 400d for 28k (abt 2 weeks back) from jyoti .... (with that dog 18-55 non is) that with a 4gb card 
and that recommended nifty fifty was 34k. IIRC the XS was much higher. so with 45k smthg left over for the 
remaining bits of the iceberg ? 
 
sadly not in my case :( for as of now one hopes. !  
Posted 3 months ago. ( permalink )  

SriRavikumar says: 

Normally I prefer to purchase from on line like ebay.com, ebay.co.in, indiatimes.com.  
Originally posted 3 months ago. ( permalink )  
SriRavikumar edited this topic 3 months ago.  

$udhakar    says: 

SriRavikumar For electronics and which needs warranty kind of things, buy locally; (however reputed the seller 
might be on ebay.co.in)  
Posted 3 months ago. ( permalink )  

Ujjwaana    says: 

Feature wise, Nikon D80 rivals Canon 30D and Canon Rebles are no match. Better noise control, far better controls 
and better saturation/ Dynamic range. But agian I would recommend you to hold both the camera before making 
choice on feature/price. My Canon 20D pains my small palm after an hour of shoot.  
Posted 3 months ago. ( permalink )  

 Lazybug says: 

I am right now in love with the D90 and want to buy one...but the damn thing is costly...  
Posted 6 weeks ago. ( permalink )  
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